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cilities and r ysical well-being. 
Indeed, the vsician can leave 
closed retre;. enriched and en-
lightened b), - grace of God, 
and carry o ith extreme free-
dom of will , _: intelligent reason 
a harmoniou; program of· realistic 
peace with hunself. with his vo­
cation and with God. 
Leonardo da Vinci, who ex­
celled in almost every principle 
profession of his time, and who 
pursued varied interests with ex­
tre·me success, recorded this ad­
vice in one of his notebooks: 
"Every now and then go away -
for when you come back to your 
work your judgment will be surer, 
since to remain constantly at work 
will cause you to lose power of 
judgment." 
His Holiness, Pope Pius XI, in 
his encyclical letter on Laymen's 
Retreats described inexpressibly 
some of the roles played by the 
properly timed retreat movement: 
Remember someone with 
scription to THE LI ACRE 
TERLY as a Christmas gift. 
1 these Exercises an opport 1i­
s given to a man to get a, ay 
·1 few days from ordinary o-
and from strife and c, s, 
a o pass the time, not in 1 !e-
n but in the consideratio1 of 
d questions which are of 
p< iial and profound intere, to 
m, .he question of his origin nd 
hi· ·sti_ny, whence he comes nd 
wl , r he goes ... retreats •re 
lik ,o many Cenacles whe :in 
cot :'eous souls, strengthened by 
Go grace and following he 
te;i, ·19 of eternal truth and he 
pr >t pling of Christ's example. ot 
on' , perceive the value of so ls. 
n,, . only conceive the desire of 
he ng souls ( in proportion to 
ea,. one's vocation), but ; so 
le, the ideals, the dreams , ,d 
the boldness of the Christ 1n 
apostolate .... We hold it for < r­
tain that in the growth of 1is 
work lies the most powerful s p­




membrance of lasting value. A gift 
note will be sent in your name. 
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PART II 
CANONICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The above repres,,1ts the de­
velopment of the concept of a, 
impotent condition and the requ,r,• 
ments for potency which \\'('!' 
commonly held at the time of t '1, 
promulgation of the Code of C.u1-
on Law in 1918. It remains no\, to 
consider the opinions advanceJ on 
this subject by the canonists an.i 
theologians, who have written dur­
ing the past forty years and lo 
study- the decisions of the Sacred 
Roman Rota and the decrees of 
the Roman Congregations, which 
have been issued during this same 
period. 
The several writers of this pe­
riod are careful to distinguish be­
tween the concept of impotency 
and that of sterility. An impotent 
person is considered to be one 
who is not capable of having true 
conjugal relations; whereas a 
sterile person is thought to be one 
who, although he can have normal. 
satisfactory marital relations, is 
unable to generate offspring be­
cause of the presence of some 
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complicating condition, which rules 
out this possibility. 
The specific definitions of the 
term impotency, as given by vari­
ous authors, are interesting to con­
sider. 
Cappello states that impotency 
is the inability of a man or woman 
to have conjugal copula or the 
inability to participate in conjugal 
rnpula or the incapacity of de­
positing. in a natural manner, 
t>erum semen in the female vagina. 
This same writer continues by
saying that potency includes also 
the notion that the concupiscence
of a man or a woman be satiated
in a legitimate and natural way
which is accomplished by penetra­
tion and semination within the
vagina. Inchoate or attempted 
penetration does not suffice be­
ca use this increases and irritates 
concupiscence rather than satis­
fies it.
Chelodi-Ciprotti refers to im­
potency as the inability to have 
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copula, which ; de se apt for the 
generation of fspring. 
Gasparri 1 rs to and quotes 
the definitior f Antonelli: "Im-
potency is t! . ,bsolute and neces­
sary inabilr lo obtain offspring 
because of • hL lack of organs es­
sential to generation or because of 
their atrophy or because of any 
other defect which renders copula 
either impossible or, by its nature, 
necessarily sterile." 
Noldin cites the opinion of one 
group, including Antonelli, Buc­
ceroni, Wernz, Santi, Leitner and 
Lehmkuhl, to the effect that an 
act of ordinated copula is required 
but in addition, verum semen, on 
the part of the man, and an ovum, 
on the part of the woman, are 
required, thus reducing impotency 
to an inability to generate rather 
than to an incapacity to copulate. 
He also mentions a similar theory 
that required, in addition to the 
ordinated act, that the man deposit 
verum semen, although there was 
no ovum or could not be any ovum 
on the part of the woman, because 
the ovaries had been excised. The 
followers of this opinion described 








a marriage was valid 
d be contracted provided 
of the secondary 





;on of concupiscence am the 
anication of mutual ove 
be achieved by any sati ·ive . 
even though there wa no 
or ovum present. 
s clear from the above hat 
l'thors who defined pot 1cy 
ms of generation and on­
>n and required verum Sl zen 
e part of the man anc an 
on the part of the wo 1an 
most likely confusing m-
1 cy with sterility and pot( icy 
fecundity. This confu ion 
e because the basic distinc ion 
b ·een the Actio Humana nd 
ti Actio Naturae was not p. :>p­
cdy understood. The former, n ore 
properly referred to as conj• gal 
copula, consists in the penetra ion 
of the vagina by the male men oer 
and the effusion therein of ve um 
semen. The latter. which cone ms 
the female only, consists in the 
passage of the sperm to the im de, 
the descent of the ovum thro gh 
the fallopian tubes, the fertil za­
tion of the mature ovum, the :le­
velopment of the fetus wthin the 
uterus and the birth of the cl ,ld. 
is elaborated in the testicles even 
though it be devoid of live sperm 
and not merely the fluid which is 
produced by the seminal vesicles 
or bulbo-urethral glands. Finally, 
Noldin · mentioned his own defini­
tion of impotency, as shared by 
others, as merely an incapacity to 
copulate and hastened to state that 
thi!> follows the tradition of the 
older authors, which was upset 
for some time after the 16th cen­
tury because of an improper under­
standing of the text of Pope Six­
tus V. Noldin and others held 
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It is obvious that the hu1 ,an 
action, as described above, is the 
only action over which the ir,di­
vidual has control and for wl ich 
he can be judged responsible ind 
thus this is the only action that 
can be made the object of the 
marriage contract. Therefore it 
follows that potency or impotency 
must be considered in terms of the 
ability or inability to perform the 
human action without any refer-· 
ence being made to the action of 
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nature which follows, pro, 
there is no complicating pathc, 
or abnormality which would 
out generation. 
Since generation depend, 
the hidden processes of natu· 
not on the individual, a 
vidual, the action of nature­
is beyond human control 
be the object of the marri, 
tract and thus it cannot 
of the definition of the < ,d 
act. Because the action o; r,: 
cannot and does not enter :1 t,e 
definition of the conjus 11 d. 
neither can it be introduccJ , :o 
the definition of potency or 
potency. 
Also, the section of the Code of 
Canon Law, referring t marital 
consent, tended to cC'11trnue the 
confusion by stating that th2 oh­
ject of the marital contnct ... tor which consent was given. v,;i, ci·1 
act per se apt for the procrec1t1,,n 
of offspring." 
Cappello prefers to define tJ. ,. 
conjugal act as "that action b" 
which verum semen is der,osited 
in a natural manner within the 
vagina of the woman." Because 
reference to all generation, actual 
and potential, is excluded in the 
latter definition, there can be no 
confusion between sterility and im­
potency. 
Conjugal copula, according to a 
decision of the Sacred Roman 
Rota, is that act "by which the 
spouses become one flesh and the 
marriage is consummated." Canon 
1015 §I of the Code of Canon Law 
states that a marriage is consum­
mated "if between the spouses 
there takes place the conjugal act 
to which, by its very nature, the 
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marital contract iY ')rdinatC'd and 
by which the spot � become one 
flesh." St. Thom '1dicates that 
spouses become 011e •l<>sh when the 
members or organ• nf the one are 
made the memben 11d organs of 
the other. 
Thus, the terms conj1 1al copula. 
consummation, becom1 ,g one flesh 
are all made equivalent and im­
potency becomes the inability to 
have successful conjugal copula, 
properly to consummate a marriage 
or to become one flesh with one's 
spouse. It is evident that no one 
of these terms specifically or es­
sentially contains within it a di­
rect reference to generation even 
though the marital act is ordinated 
to a generative purpose. 
As stated previously. conjugal 
copula is that human action where­
by. in a natural manner, the female 
vagina is penetrated by the ma.le 
organ and semination occurs there­
in. This composite act is consti­
tuted by three separate operations: 
.-rection of the penis, penetration 
of the vagina and semination with­
ia the vagina. These multiple 
cperations required, on the part 
of a man, a normal penis, which 
was capable of being erected and 
sustained in erection until penetra­
tion was accomplished; at least 
one hcr1lthy. functioning testicle 
and the ability to deposit verum 
semen within the vagina. 
The Supreme Sacred Congre­
gation of the Holy Office on 
March 1, 1941 declared that for 
perfect copula and consu.mmation of a marriage it is required and 
suffices that "a man, in some fash­
ion. even though imperfectly, 
penetrates the vagina and immedi-
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ately effects. i• a natural manner. 
a semination. ; least partial. with-
in the vagina. th this reservation 
'.y from the epididymis of he 
1nd or obtained in any o 1er 
and then injected into he 
that the enti ·,1ale organ need 
not enter the .;ina." 
•a or uterus without any ' ·pe
Harrington , J Doyle, in an arti­
cle in the L1· <.RE QUARTERLY of 
August. 1952. concluded: "This, 
the minimt m. which is required 
and suffices for true consumma­
tion. is to be found between the 
two extremes of mere vulvar pene­
tration. on the one hand. and com­
plete penetration of the entire male 
organ, on the other. There must be 
verified a true entrance through 
the hymeneal membrane and into 
the vaginal canal, so that part of 
the male organ can be truly said to 
be enveloped by the vagina. Juxta­
position of the glans penis against 
the hymeneal orifice with the re­
sult that only the tip of the glans 
enters beyond the hymeneal mem­
brane. and this without in any way 
stretching or tearing it or loosen­
ing the hymeneal ring, is not suf­
ficient. For, in this instance, it 
could not be said that any pene­
tration had occurred. Rather must 
there be realized the apposition of 
an erect male organ against the 
hymeneal orifice with a definite 
pressure which will cause the 
membrane to be pushed aside and 
to be stretched. at least momen­
tarily. so that part of the male 
organ can actually enter the 
vagina. This minimum penetration, 
coupled with simultaneous semi­
nation, will constitute proper con­
summation." 
Both the penetration and in­
semination must be intravaginal. 
This requirement immediate ly  
rules  out  artificial semination. 
whether the semen is procured di-
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l rital relationship having r en 
e. ·d and it also excludes P �re 
s, tion ad os vaginae. ( 1s-
p. ,tated that if a child as 
cc :ed by mere semination ad 
o. rinae. it is to be said at 
h, born from non-matrimo ia) 
C< and from impotent pare ts. 
· , possible for actual cone p­
tir ,o occur without a marri ge 
b (' J canonically consumma ed 
a, ·ven when one of the partie is 
l •1ically impotent. To subst n-
t ',, this conclusion, referencr is 
11 • :c to two decisions of the S R. 
R • "· wherein a definite judgm nt 
,, ;1, made that marriages had ot 
been properly consummated e· en 
though the fact of conception , as 
beyond all controversy and iJ a 
particular case, even though a 
woman had given birth to two cl il­
dren, for in this instance, it , as 
verified that the subject was s if­
fering from such severe vagi1 s­
mus that penetration was imp ,s­
sible. 
Thus, whatever would prev nt 
a man from penetrating or fr ,m 
seminating within the vagina or 
a woman from being penetra cd 
could be the cause and basis of 
impotency. 
In considering male impoten y, . 
due consideration must be gi\ en 
to the basic distinction betwL en 
organic, anatomical. mechan1< al. 
instrumental or constitutional un­
potency, on the one hand, which 
refers to the lack or ineptness of 
copulatory organs or to some de­
fect or lesion, which effects them 
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and. functional impotency, or 
other band, which arises Eron 
rious diseases of the nervous 
tern or lack of proper sti, 
which prevents the normal 
tioning of the male sexual o 
The greater part of the.subs 
pages will deal primarih 
problems of organic impotc 
At first. consideration 
given to those male def 
which all canonists and thee 
unanimously agree cons i, a 
definite condition of in •·, y 
and only after these ha,, '11 
described and considered v. I 
tention be given t0 the remam q 
anomalies which pi w:de the bas1, 
for much dispute anJ cont ·oversy. 
It must be recalled ,h. in order 
for an impotent condition to cc,n­
stitute the diriment impedimel't or 
impotency and pre�ent a m •1ri1g,· 
to be contracted or invalidarc a 
marriage already contracted. 1. 
must be antecedent to the con•nct­
ing of the marriage and perm;:­
nent, according to the understand­
ing of these elements as disc..issed 
in a previous section. 
All authors agree that if a man 
lacks a penis, either because he 
was born without one or it was 
surgically removed at a later date, 
or if the penis is infantile or rudi­
mentary in size or excessively 
large, and thereby prevents pene­
tration. then an impotent condi­
tion is considered to be present. 
If an individual suffers from 
hypospadias or epispadias. where­
by the urethral canal opens not 
in the top of the penis but rather 
along the middle or at the base 
of the penis, and if, because of this 
anomaly. a verum semen cannot 
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properly be der •sited in the 
vagina, the perso, , adjudged to 
be impotent. On .otal decision 
discusses this poin' t length. and 
sets forth that hvrospadias has 
several forms depen l111q on wheth­
er the urethral os h s below the 
glans penis or in some other ·part 
of a divided scrotom rn opens be­
hind the scrotum into the perineum. 
This decision continues by stating 
that in the case of scrotal hypos­
padias, if the penis is crooked, 
proper semination cannot be had. 
In perinea! hpyospadias, semen is 
emitted but between the legs of 
the man without touching the ex­
ternal organs of the woman and 
thus, intra-vaginal semination can­
not be accomplished. In the other 
forms of hypospadias, where the 
urethral canal opens along the 
penile shaft, each case must be 
investigated individually to deter­
mine whether or not proper semi­
nation can be effected. This de­
cision concludes by pointing out 
that if semination is impossible in 
the usual position, it might be 
possible if the position ·were to be 
changed and quotes Cappello to 
the effect that if the usual position 
for coitus is changed or if other 
licit means are used and thereby 
semen can be deposited in the 
vagina. there is no impediment. 
Conditions, affecting the erec­
tion of the penis are also possible 
cause� of impotency and are listed 
by the authors as: absolute frigid­
ity of the man, diseases of the 
center controlling erection, sexual 
neurasthenia, progressive spinal 
paralysis caused by a venereal in­
fection, anaphrodisia, which pre­
vents erection, aphrodisia, which 
causes too much venereal excite-
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ment with co1 equent premature 
ej_aculation, an, exual anaesthesia. 
J' "<'nt, they do not concur on 
1 , purpose that the testicl, is 
t,· ·rve. One theory holds 1 1at Authors w0 -r if a man is im-
potent who • ',S unaccustomed 
_ means, becat• ,, of parathesia, to 
excite himsrl1 Cappello answers 
that the mart is certainly not im­
potent, if the means employed are 
licit in thclllselves. If the means 
are illicit and he can be aroused 
only by these illicit means, he is 
to be considered impotent but, in 
the opinion of experts, this type 
of condition is not of its nature 
permanent. can be cured by licit 
means and thus the impediment of 
impotency cannot be said to be 
present. 
Up to the present, all canonists 
held that a man, to be consid­
ered potent, must possess, iri addi­
tion to an erectible penis, at least 
one healthy, functioning testicle. 
Thus. they conclude that com­
plete absence of both testicles, 
either congenital or by surgical 
removal. total atrophy of both 
testicles or undeveloped testicles 
would constitute an impotent con­
dition and if this deficiency existed 
at the time of the marriage and 
was incurable, the invalidating im­
pediment of impotency would ex­
ist. However, in trying to estab­
lish the complete absence of both 
testicles, one must take into ac­
count the possibility of the condi­
tion of cryptorchidism being pres­
ent, wherein the testicles are un­
descended and are lodged in the 
abdomen or in the inguinal ring 
and thus cannot ·be readily ob­
served. 
Although all canonists have 
agreed on the necessity of one 
healthy, functioning testicle being 
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t., ·rum semen. required fo1 n-
tr inal semination, should be 
m. ,1ctured in the testicles, nd 
th, 'is sepien, with its testic, lar 
co,, ·1ent, m u s t  pass u n, b -
st1 J from the testicles thro, gh 
th, 'erent canals to the uretl cal 
on/ from whence it is depos ed 
wi the vagina at the time of 
th,· 1rita] relations. 
. second theory would e-
m,. the presence of one healt y, 
ft .oning testicle not for rea :m
o 1y semen that it might ela o-
ra., :Jut for its endocrine funct jn 
wh eby the testicle relea i '!S
a1'.< ·ogen into the bloodstre, , , 
whi�h. in turn, accounts for ;: 1d 
regulates the libido of the in ,i­
vidual and his consequent abi ty
to attain and maintain an erecti n.
Neither theory requires the pr, s­
ence of a functioning testicle or 
its spermatogenic function si1 ce 
the presence or absence of sper,n­
atozoa refer to fertility or steril ty 
and not to potency or impoten, y. 
The juxtaposition of these two 
theories sets the stage for I he 
current major controversy relat ve 
to the proper understanding of 
the term verum semen which, as 
mentioned previously, has be <!n 
employed by all writers from the 
time of Pope Sixtus V but which. 
has never been clearly defined or 
analyzed. All canonists and theo­
logians have required some tvpe 
of semination in order to have 
true marital copula but no one, un­
til relatively recently, attempted to 
describe the composition and con- · 
stitution of this.semen. Thus, since 
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semination is required for po, 
and since it has not been 
exactly what constituted th. 
men, it· is only_ natural to r 
that some difficulties would 
in the understanding of a 
potent condition and some c 
versies would develop as 
validity or nullity of certa · 
riages. 
As previously indicated · ,•i-
nal Gasparri, an eminent c .,. 
was the first writer to at er. to 
define verum semen and ,-. 1 · ,te 
the site of its production. I. 'he 
third edition of his book, \\ · ._h 
appeared in 1903, 1vhile discus� �g 
the semen of old men and youths. 
quite by accident and inc'dentally. 
he described true sen -'.r as that 
which was manufactur..:d in the 
testicles and thereby canonized th • 
phrase which is so prevalent today 
in canonical literature ·· semen 
elaboratum in testicals." In tLis 
connection, he said "Although the 
semen in old men or youths i, 
generally not fertile either because 
spermatozoa are lacking or are not 
sufficiently vigorous, nevertheless 
it is· of the same constitution as 
true fertile semen, since it is estab­
lished in its natural organs, namely 
the testicles." 
As authority for this statement. 
Gasparri quotes the writings of 
Sanchez, who wrote his classical 
work on marriage shortly after the 
"Cum Frequenter" of Pope Sixtus 
V was issued. 
Gasparri makes a second ref­
erence in this same edition to the 
nature of verum semen. He says 
"male semen is, as we have said, 
produced in the testicles. Hence 
castrates and eunuchs, who lack 
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both testicles, a' ' clearly and · 
certainly incapabl,· f emitting true 
semen as Sixtt V c l early 
teaches." It  woul-.: appear from 
this passage that Gasparri believed 
Pope- Sixtus V to h,'"e understood 
verum semen to be thilt which was 
manufactured by and in the ·testi­
cles although the Sur,reme Pontiff 
did not define the term. because 
he offers no further proof or au­
thority for his interpretation. 
In· 1911, Wernz, another out­
standing commentator on canon­
ical subjects, simply states, without 
any proof, that verum semen is 
that semen which is elaborated in 
the testicles. It would appear that 
he, as had Gasparri before him, 
had concluded that if eunuchs and 
others, who lacked both testicles, 
could not validly marry, the reason 
must be that the testicles, which 
they lacked, must produce some es­
sential element that is required for 
true marital copula and it was be­
cause of this reasoning that he 
took it for granted that verum se­
men must be produced by the 
testicles. Such a conclusion is un­
derstandable when one reflects that 
in 191 I when he wrote, the 
spermatogenic function of testicles 
was known, but very little about 
their endocrinological function was 
appreciated. 
The Sacred Roman Rota, quot­
ing Gasparri and Wernz, has al­
ways interpreted verum semen as 
that which is elaborated in the 
testicles and has always insisted 
that. for true and perfect marital 
copula, the fluid, deposited in the 
vagina, must contain a testicular 
component and, therefore, that· 
there be an uninterrupted and un­
obstructed channel from the testi-
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cles to the os · .::thral. Thus, if a 
man lacked r n testicles, either 
by reason of ,:ongenital defect 
or by surgic; 1tervention, or if 
both testick were completely 
·a troph ied , undeveloped and 
thereby cou cl not manufacture
semen or if ( he semen, once elabo­
rated, coulJ not pass to the 
urethral orifices because both vasa
deferentia were occluded, by rea­
son of disease or sutured as a re­
sult of a double vasectomy, that
man would be considered impotent
and he would be estopped from
contracting marriage or, a mar­
riage already contracted, would
be declared null and void, if the
condition was proved to be ante­
cedent and permanent.
Having adopted this particular 
interpretation in 1914, the Sacred 
Roman Rota has never changed its 
opinion and has, over the past 
forty years, set up a constant, 
consistent and unanimous juris­
prudence, which all the present 
Judges of this august Tribunal 
have accepted. From 1914 through 
1943, the Sacred Roman Rota 
judged 38 cases in which inability 
to emit or deposit semen, elabo­
rated in the testicles, was the main 
issue and, in all cases, the above 
interpretation was invoked and in 
all but six cases, the marriages 
were declared invalid. In these re­
maining cases, the condition of im­
potency was established but the 
impediment of impotency could not 
be proved because -there was ques­
tion of the antecedent or perma­
nent nature of the condition and 
in each instance the Holy Father 
dissolved the marriages on the 
basis that they were never proper-
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>nsummated by true ma ta)
->ns.
re important than the n-
s jurisprudence of the Sa ed 
R. 1 Rota is the fact that vo 
S· ne Pontiffs, Pope Pius XI 
ar 1pe Pius XII, have actu lly 
d, .?d six marriages on he 
gr of non- c o n s u m ma t1 n, 
\\' , was proved that the l s-
b, · ,•as unable to emit and e-
pc ,emen that was elabor; �d 
i, testicles. Father Agu re 
sr, that the Popes have t ed 
th power as Vicars of Cr ist 
i1 ,·ctly to confirm the cons! nt 
j prudence of the Sacred o-
n,·, , Rota. 
, , - indication that the Sac ed 
{ .man Rota still adheres to he 
clas�ical interpretation of G lS­
parri, attention is drawn to he 
analysis of the law as repartee in 
one of the more recently publis ed 
decisions: "If the seminal 11 iid 
contains only dead sperms or n­
fertile ones or defective ones or 
very few or none at all, the ,d 
can still be per se aptus ad 9 n­
erationem provided the uasa de/ ·r­
entia remain open and unocclu, ed 
and provided there is present in 
the ejaculation some testic1 lar 
component, so that it might be 
said of the ejaculate that it is 
elaboratum in testiculis." 
There are many modern authors 
of great note, whose opinions on, 
canonical questions are highly re­
spected, who have accepted, de­
veloped and propounded the cl .. ss­
ical opinion of Cardinal Gasparri: 
among these can be numbered Fer­
rares, Wernz, Gasparri, De Smet. 
Cappello, DeBecker, Marc-Gest-· 
erman, Wouters, Tanquerey, 0-
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jetti, Wernz-V{dal, MerkeJI 
Chelodi, Bucceroni, Ubach. 
In more recent times, the 
preme Pon tiff, Pope Pius X 
an allocution to the Genetic, 
September 7, 1953 and to th 
Convention of the Italian 
ciation of Urologists on n
8, I 953, shows definite t<' 
towards supporting the G , i 
opinion, as he referred to · , .. 
ly obstructed uasa def ere, r. 
The constant and u1 -!- 1 ·d 
jurisprudence of the Sau et' ·.o­
man Rota more than forty ) r� 
and the apparent adoption of .,15 
jurisprudence by two recent Pores 
give great stature ilncl rrobability 
to the interpretation f Gasparr; 
at the present time. 
In view of this interprer,.t10 
that uerum semen be manufact1 re, 
in the testicles, the· follo,,·ing on. 
ditions would constitute impo.<'P·· 
cy: complete absence or atrophy 
of both testicles, undevelvped 
testicles, double vasectomy. anv 
obstruction of the vas defcrem. 
complete occlusion of both epidi­
dymi caused by bilateral epidi­
dymitis, bilateral orchitis. blenor­
raghia, or other inflammatory dis­
eases. 
The adherents of the Gasparri 
opinion, although they require in 
the ejaculate, semen that has been 
manufactured in the testicles, do 
not demand that spermatozoa be 
present in the semen, because the 
presence or absence of sperma­
tozoa refer only to fertility or 
sterility and have no reference to 
potency or impotency. 
In summanzrng the classical 
opinion, it is evident that for male 
potency there is required a penis, 
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which is capable ,f beinp erected 
and of being sust 'ed in erection 
until the vagina , .. , been pene­
trated; at least on, healthy, func­
tioning testicle, wbic·h will manu­
facture its proper semen, even 
though the semen is devoid of all 
spermatozoa; an uninterrupted and 
unobstructed passage from the 
testicles to the urethral orifice and 
the ability to deposit within the 
female vagina the testicular Auid 
thus emitted and expressed. 
The second opinion, which we 
might term the modern opinion, 
has reached its prominence in the 
last thirty-five years of canonical 
literature. Its principal arguments 
are that Gasparri, the author of 
the classical opinion, did not in­
tentionally and purposefully con­
clude that true semen must be 
elaborated in the testicles; that the 
c1uthorities quoted by Gasparri 
made no mention of the necessity 
of a testicular component in the 
ejaculate; that the Cum Frequenter 
of the sixteenth century was writ­
ten at a time when the function 
of the testicles was not clearly 
known, the source of the male 
e,.1culate was not understood and 
the end1 crine process of the testi­
cles had not been discovered; that 
the classical opinion demands too 
much m a situation where the law 
is aitempting to set a minimum 
standard for qualification for mar­
riage. and Anally. that the con­
dition of impotency, which flows 
from the natural law, and not from 
any positive legislation, should be 
easily discernible and should not 
have to depend for its detection 
upon microscopic evidence and in­
volved medical procedures, which 
have only recently been perfected. 
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r · ' men, since the latter can .)t 
, ,. a fertile semen and can .)t 
fl · ··ate children. The author . '1-
s, by saying that old men s ,e 
of 5emen which appears, b, ch 
in lity and quantity, to be 1e 
sa as that produced by , 1y 
n01 I man; whereas the cast1 te 
gh ,ff a liquid, which is spa se 
in ntity and thin and wat, ry 
an, sentially different from �e 
ej,, ,te of a normal man. T is 
is I reason why the person, e-
pri, . of both testicles, can ot
val 'y marry because, by comn m 
oh rvation, he is different fr ,m 
th normal man. 
j • nriquez, in his writings, c, n­
je� ured that a eunuch, who co Id 
pre luce verum semen, could m r­
ry in virtue of the natural law ut 
would be estopped from marry rig 
by reason of the positive legi· a­
tion of the Cum Frequenter. S n­
chez denied this conclusion ,e­
cause he said that such an I y­
pothesis was impossible and thc e­
fore, Pope Sixtus V was justil ed 
in making the universial princ, ,le
that eunuchs, lacking both te ti­
des, could not validly marry. 
The support, ·s of this modern 
opinion are c, ·ck to show that 
the term vercz semen, as found 
in the Bull of , > ,pe Sixtus V, has 
been used by ,dl canonists since 
'that time but no one from 1587 to 
1903 ever described it. as being 
elaborated in the testicles. They 
point to the article on Impotence 
in Mignes Encyclopedie Theolo­
gique (Vol. 31, col. 1261 ). which 
summarizes the canonical literature 
on this particular subject up to 
1849 and show that no author 
ever referred to verum semen as 
being manufactured in the testicles. 
They mention that this under­
standing was not had until Cardi­
nal Gasparri employed these now 
famous words in his edition of 
1903. They very properly inquire 
of the validity of marriages con­
tracted in all the decades and cen­
turies before 1903 and state that 
if an impediment is based on the 
natural law, it has been in effect 
from the very beginning, did not 
come into existence at any recent 
time, should be completely under­
stood at all times and should be 
known by common observation, 
which is available to all peoples. Nowhere in his writings lid 
Sanchez make any mention t 1at 
verum semen should be elabora·ed 
in the testicles. He had every op­
portunity to do so, if that "'.·re 
his conviction, but he refraii,ed 
from doing so. However, Sanchez 
did speak of the activity of ihe · 
testicles, in terms that would re fer 
to the present-day understanding 
of their endocrine function: '· Eu­
nuchs do have an erect penis and 
emit a watery substance, which is 
not true semen nor of the same 
constitution as semen. When the 
testicles are missing, there is no 
Those who have embraced the 
new theory argue that Sanchez, 
upon whom Gasparri based his 
opinion, never mentioned or in­
ferred that true semen must be 
elaborated in the testicles. He did 
say that old men emit a semen of 
the same kind as fertile semen 
but only per accidens do they fail
to generate children. Sanchez, in 
arguing against the validity of 
eunuch marriages, considers the 
objection that those, who have 
been deprived of both testicles, 
have as much a right to marry as 
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arousal in the principal men 
The three principal parts ar. 
heart, the liver and the brai 
these transmit . impulses t, 
testicles, which can retain 
impulses and excite the 
body. If the testicles are I .. 
the· impulses are not retai r, 
vanish; the person is not c I. 
thus, such persoqs becom,' pd 
and inept to emit verum 11. 
It is evident and cerf,t. 1; 1 .it 
Sanchez did not claim • hil true 
semen should be manufauu l in 
the testicles but it is easy t,, .see 
how Cardinal Gasparri might lie. ve 
obtained that impression beca u ,e 
the presence of the testicles was 
required. However, it is more prob­
able that Sanchez insisted on the 
presence of testicles more for their 
endocrinological function than ilS 
a source of the . male ejaculate. 
In the middle of the twentieth cen­
tury, when the sciences of en­
docrinology and urology have been 
perfected, it is easier for us to 
derive this conclusion than it 
would have been for Cardinal 
Gasparri in 1903. 
In concluding this particular 
argument, the defenders of the 
modern opinion claim that from 
the Cum Frequenter and the writ­
ings of authors, contemporary to 
it, one cannot draw a cogent 
argument to favor the theory that 
verum semen must be elaborated 
in the testicles and this should be 
certain and conclusive, they say, 
if it is to establish an invalidating 
impediment. 
The authors who have adopted 
the modern opinion discuss it 
principally with reference to the 
doubly vasectomized man and his 
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consequent potencv or impotency. · 
Thus, they place great deal of 
stress on the corn •.•rison between 
the castrate, who· was prevented 
from marrying by the Cum Fre­
quenter, and the doubly vasec­
tomized man in reliltion to the se­
men emitted by both ilt the time 
of sexual intercourse. 
Nowlan, in 1945, provided an 
excellent discussion on this par­
ticular point. He indicates that a 
great deal of the confusion on this 
general subject is due to the fact 
that medical sdence itself, upon 
which · the canonists depend for 
medical information, did not under­
stand the endocrine function of 
the testes until relatively recently 
and this lack of knowledge has 
accounted for many of the errors 
in decades and centuries past in 
regard to the effects of a vasecto­
my operation. 
Ferreres, a renowned canonist, 
published a work on double va­
sectomy in 1913. At that time, 
very little was known· of the en­
docrine function of the testicles 
and only scant information was 
had of the effects of a vasectomy 
operation, which was then in its 
early days of perfection. Ferreres 
quoted a single case which was 
presented to Eschbach by an 
anonymous doctor, who reported 
that ten months after a vasectomy 
operation, the patient had all the 
appearances of a castrate. Since 
this was the only medical testi­
mony that Ferreres could find it 
is not to be wondered at that time 
this author likened the doubly 
vasectomized man to the castrate 
and drew the obvious conclusion 
that, since eunuchs could not 
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marry, neither ·iuld the man who 
had suffered , Jouble vasectomy 
and this conct .rn would consti­
tute an inval, 1 .. ng impediment. 
. is a noticeable diff ere nee e-
1 the fluid emitted by a , s­
and by a man who had � b-
n I to double vasectomy op a-
However, s• -� that time thou-
. sands of doul vasectomy opera-
tions have ·, en performed and 
there is no e• ,Jenee to warrant the 
judgment tl. 1t these operations 
produce any emasculating effects. 
Also: modern endocrinology has 
verlled that virility and secondary 
male characteristics are controlled 
e_ntirely by the minute secretions 
which pass directly into the central 
bloodstream from the interstitial 
cells of the testicles rather than by 
the sperm-producing cells, as was 
previously thought. This latter 
theory was responsible for the 
previous opinion that a double 
vasectomy operation would cause 
profound emasculating effects. As 
can be readily seen, the opinions 
of canonists on medical subjects 
will always depend on the medical 
information available at the time 
and if this information is found 
at a later date to be erroneous. 
then it must be expected that the 
canonical conclusions, based on it. 
will also be erroneous. 
Because the doubly vasecto­
mized man was thought to be 
equivalent to a castrate, Cappello, 
Wernz-Vida). Gasparri and Fer­
reres considered double vasectomy 
to be an·important condition. How­
ever, present day urology points 
out several important differences 
between these two classes. First, 
whereas a castrate can only emit 
a small quantity of thin, watery 
fluid, the doubly vasectomized man 
deposits an ejaculate of the same 
quantity and of the same viscosity 
as a normal man. On the one hand, 
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ti, td this is readily observ, ,le 
b, eye without any neea of 
m opic examination. On he · 
ot 'lnd, there is no observ, ,le 
di! ce between the ejaculat, of 
a ,ly vasectomized man 1d 
a n , 11 man, with the exq:pt )n 
of absence of spermato: a, 
wh can only be discovered >y 
mL microscopic examinatio1 
ose who favor the mod rn 
o· •>n feel that Pope· Sixtus V
f, . de eunuchs to marry preci e­
l> .. •ecause they could emit o ly 
a ·uall amount of thin, wat ry 
A 1 "· which differed both in qu. n­
t, , and quality from that of a
normal man and, for this reas n.
they argue that doubly vasec o­
mized men, who can emit a n r­
mal. viscous ejaculate, should , :,t 
be equated with the castrate , 1d
should not be considered impotL it.
Secondly, the vasectomy ope a·­
tion produces no apparent char �e 
in the sexual life of the patie ,t. 
His virility is retained and 1e 
can still engage in sexual activ,ty 
and derive pleasure and satisf. c­
tion from it. This cannot be s id 
of a castrated male after the f di 
effects of the condition have be n 
realized. 
Thirdly, contrary to the beJ.ef .. 
of Ferreres. no abnormal incre,,se 
of sexual appetite is to be  feared 
from the vasectomy operation. Ilis 
theory was based on the reflection 
that a vasectomized man could not 
void ·a certain amount of  semen 
because the channel from the testi-
des to the urethral orifice was 
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interrupted. This semen , 
tend to accumulate and inc 
the venereal appetite. Ho\\ 
modern medicine has disp 
this theory. 
For the above reasons. ti 
thors. who champion this 
theory, believe that there i.· 
difference between a cast• 
a doubly vasectomized m 
therefore, most probably. 1 ,ti. 
Cum Frequenter, canno1 I ,d 
to apply to the latter gro •. "· 
on this basis, double v. , , olY 
most probably should not [., n­
sidered as constituting an im 1., 11t 
condition. 
Nowlan also ad.ances the argu 
ment that the definit;on of the 
marital act as an act · "li:-:h is per 
se apt for the procreation of chil­
dren" is open to varying in•e1prc 
tation and since the meanrnq ,,, 
doubtful and a difference of opin­
ion exists as to what constitute� 
a normal marital act, the \'3:,ecto­
mized man should be given the 
benefit of the doubt and not be 
considered certainly impotent Al 
so, this author refers to man) 
reputable theologians who would 
allow persons who were castrated 
after a marriage to continue the 
exercise of the marital rights even 
though. by reason of the operation. 
they cannot perform an act which 
is "per se apt for generation." He 
argues that if an unmarried eunuch 
is forbidden to marry, because he 
cannot perform an apt marriage 
act, then a man, castrated after 
marriage, should be denied the 
exercise of his marriage rights for 
the same reason and he cannot 
be given the benefit of any doubt, 
since no doubt exists. The infer­
ence from this argmentation is that 
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if persons, c-astrat, � after the mar­
riage, are allowed exeru�e mari­
tal rights, then , ,bly vasecto­
mized persons sh,, d not be de­
clared as certainlv impotent, since 
their .act is more ,.,, than that of 
the castrate. 
A further argumcPl of this 
group is that the impediment of 
impotency has its source i11 natural 
law and binds all persons. There­
fore, the determination of an im­
potent condition should be rela­
tively easy for all and should be 
made on direct observation apart 
from involved surgical techniques 
and microscopic examination. Yet, 
the presence or absence of a testi­
cular component in the ejaculate 
can only be ascertained by a mi­
nute microscopic examination and 
thus, it is difficult to understand 
how canonists can require a testi­
cular component for potency. Es­
pecially does this argument ha.;,e 
validity when one realizes that a 
woman, whose post-vaginal or­
gans, uterus and ovaries, have 
been excised, has been· considered 
,o be potent. since the absence 
if these organs can be determined 
only by an examination and this 
was considered by canonical writ­
ers to be demanding too much for 
the verification of a natural law 
impediment. 
The defenders of this modern 
opinion propose two further cogent 
arguments which are based on 
present-day physiological data. 
Father Ford, an outstanding moral 
theologian. provides a convincing 
summary of these two arguments 
in a recent article. 
The first argument refers to the 
components of the normal ejacu-
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late and statf that the seminal 
,fluid is compr �d of various ele­
ments produr. ! by the testicles 
and epididymic\·s, by the seminal 
vesicles, the r, ,state and urethral 
glands. The ,,,eatest part of the 
semen com<''> from the seminal 
vesicles, the prostate and the 
bulbo-urethrol glands and not 
from the testicles and thus never 
passes through the vasa deferentia. 
Quoting Doctor Victor M. Mar­
shall of Cornell Medical Center, 
· New York, Father Ford states 
that the testicles and epididymides
provide about one-twentieth of the
total ejaculate but this fraction
includes the all-important sperma­
tozoa, which all authors agree are 
not required for potency, because
they refer specifically to. fertility. 
If the spermatozoa are subtracted 
from the one-twentieth produced
by the testicles and epididymides.
there remains only a very small
quantity of the liquid which passes 
through the vasa deferentia and 
which if it exists at all. serves only 
to facilitate the passage of the 
spermatozoa and can be detected
only by minute microscopic exam­
ination of the ejaculate. Yet, those 
adopting the classical Gasparri 
opinion would make the presence 
or absence of this small quantity
of liquid the determining factor 
in establishing the potency or im­
potency of a given individual,
which appears untenable to those 
preferring the modern opinion.
Those who favor the classical
opinion would insist on the pres­
ence of this minute quantity de­
scribed as "elaboratum in Testi­
culis."
Father Ford introduces the sec-
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' d argument by saying that ,he 
ulla of the ductus defc 'ns 
as a reservoir to hold the 
,iatozoa ready for the mo1 i!nt 
c gasm and is situated at the 
e if the vas. deferens fart est 
r, ed from the testicle. Ac 1in; 
qt g Doctor Marshall. he ' Jn-
ti1 that it is unlikely tha1 in 
a , n orgasm, any sperm tr vel 
all way from the testicles Jut 
co. from the terminal end. of 
th 1sa because the distance f om 
th( ·sticles through the epicl ly­
mi· _ , and vasa deferentia is al "Jut 
t· .. 1ty feet and this would be 
t, long for the sperm to trav, in 
( - ' few seconds that the org sm 
Lds. Also, it is believed, ace, rd­
in;. to Doyle, that the first th ust 
or the ejaculation contains the 
heaviest concentration of sper na­
tozoa, and this would seem to in­
dicate that, prior to orgasm, the 
spermatozoa are closer to the 
urethral orifice and do not tr vel 
all the way from the testicles
If it is true that the sperm do 
not travel from the testicles at the 
time of orgasm and that the t<' _;ti­
des do not, in fact, actively 1 •ar­
ticipate in the orgasm, then the 
followers of the Gasparri opi1 ion 
would consider a doubly vase ·to­
mized man to be impotent for a 
reason that would make every 1nan 
impotent, since the testicles, even 
of a normal man, do not contribute 
anything at the moment of orgasm. 
It would appear that the sron­
sors of the Gasparri opinion c,,uld 
rebut this argument by stating 
that they have never argued that 
the semen had to be manufactured 
in the testicles and released by the 
testicles at the precise moment of 
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orgasm. They probably woul · 
cept the physiological data 
the spermatozoa and other 
tents, produced by the te,. 
and epididymides, are pres 
in the ampulla of the ductus , 
ens and would only insis. 
the semen, effused at the P 
of orgasm, be elaborated i • 
time in the testicles. 
In presenting the mode1 n-
ion and setting forth its crgc cs 
in full, it remains to refLr t vo 
Papal rescripts. On June <:, ,9, 
the Supreme Sacred Cong1 ,-1a­
tion of the Holy Office gra1 .d 
a sanation in a marriage wh,,-h 
was invalid because it was con 
tracted in the presence- of a civil 
officer or minister and 1ot in the 
presence of a Catholic priest. The 
man had submitted to a double 
vasectomy operation before the 
validation of the marriage and yet 
the sanation was granted by the 
Holy Office, which would indicate 
that this Congregation is not cer­
tain that double vasectomy in­
duces impotence; since a sanation 
could never be granted in favor 
of a ·certainly impotent person. 
The Bishop of Aachen, Ger­
many on December I 7, I 934 in­
quired of the Supreme Sacred 
Congregation of the Holy Office 
whether "a man, who has under­
gone a total and irreparable double 
vasectomy or some similar opera­
tion, which absolutely prevents 
communication with the testicles 
with the result that the discharge 
of sperm cannot be made in the 
natural manner, can be safely al­
lowed to marry according to the 
norm laid down in Canon I 068 §2?" 
As mentioned previously, Canon 
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I 068 ·§2 states tL.:it "if the im- . 
pediment of impot,· cy is doubtful. 
whether the douh be one of law 
or fact, the man :: is not to be 
prohibited." 
The Holy OfLcc replied on 
February 16, I 935 that "in the 
case of such sterilization which 
was imposed by an infamous law, 
the marriage, according to the 
prescripts of Canon I 068, §2. was 
not to be prohibited." 
The Sacred Roman Rota recog­
nized the validity of this reply but 
interpreted it as expressing a 
doubt of fact - thatthe Holy Of­
fice doubted the fact of the perma­
nency of the vasectomy - even 
though the original petition stated 
clearly that the condition was 
permanent and that the surgery 
could not be reversed. This reply 
has not changed the jurisprudence 
of the Sacred Roman Rota, which 
refuses to admit a doubt of law 
in the case of those unable to de­
posit a "semen elaboratum in testi­
culis." 
By reason of the· above-de­
scribed arguments, which  are 
considered to be reasonable and 
to have probability, many re­
nowned canonists and moral theo­
logians are of the opinion that it 
has not been proved with certainty 
that the semen, emitted at the 
time of the orgasm, must be elabo­
rated and manufactured in the 
testicles and that the ejaculate 
must contain a testicular compon­
ent. Among the more noteworthy 
and better canonists and theo­
logians, who have adopted this 
modern opinion, can be mentioned: 
Jorio, Noldin-Schm itt,  Arend, 
Wo ywood, Donovan, Viglino, 
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Verm,ersch, Gnsam, Gemelli La­
bo�re, LaRoche!Je and Fink, Ryan,
Clifford, Chre •n, Piscetta-Gen­
naro, Regatillo fJriimmer, Payen, 
Vermeersch-C,.-,.sen, McCarthy, 
Connell, Kelh. Mahony, Bender, 
Fanfani. Lanza Palazzini, Ford. 
O?,strc1cted passage from the tl ti­
\ , to the urethral orifice. 
:hough it has never been ·e-
\ y discussed in the canon �al 
Ii ure, the present writers ire 
ct ced that since the moc' rn 
Of 1 requires· the presence of 
In at least one d·ecision, the 
Sacred Roman Rota has referred 
to the modern opinion and has 
stated: "In the past twenty years, 
some authors have understood 
ver'.1m sem:n simply as that liquid 
_which 1s eJaculated during copula
without regard to the particular 
gland from which the ejaculate 
comes, and they have denied that 
for the essence of perfect copula it 
is required that at least some part 
of the ejaculate come from the 
testicles. The Sacred Roman Rota 
could not consider this new doc­
trine as probable and so it has not 
applied it in its decisions." 
In conclusion, the modern opin­
ion would hold that, for male 
potency, there is required a nor­
mally constructed penis, which is 
capable of being erected and of 
being sustained in an erectile state 
until the vagina has been pene­
trated; ordinarily at least one 
functioning testicle which will pro­
duce the androgen, which, on be­
ing released into the blood stream 
will provide the necessary stimuli 
to effect an erection and a semi­
n_ation constituted by the secre­
tions of the seminal vesicles, 
prostate gland, Cowper's gland 
and the bulbo-urethral glands. 
This opinion differs from the Gas­
parri opinion in that it would not 
require any testicular component 
in the ejaculate and it would not 
demand an uninterrupted and un-
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011 althy testicle solely for its 
an •enic effect, then it is log ·al 
to ance one step further , nd 
st, hat if the androgenic eA :ct 
ca procured by the adminis1 a-
tio f a synthetic hormone ar ut 
fr, md even in the absence of 
bo esticles, with the same elfr :ts 
be -J achieved as by natt :al 
a ' 1gen, secreted by the testic !S, 
ti I it would appear that he 
p. sence of even one function 1g 
testicle should not be required or 
potency.
As will be mentioned in he 
medical section of this study, th re 
is a sound physiological basis or 
the opinion that if a male, " no 
had normal testicular secretions up 
to and after the age of puber ,y. 
should be deprived of both te• ti­
cles in a bilateral orchiectomy at 
a later time, the natural androt en 
function of the testicles can.' in 
many cases, be supplied by the 
continuous administration of a 
synthetic hormone with equally 
favorable results. 
With this continuous androoen 
therapy, the secondary male �ex 
characteristics are maintained and 
no emasculating tendencies are 
noted, the libido of the individual 
is not changed, the ability to ex­
perience and sustain a normal erec­
tion continues provided there is 
no psychic trauma, and the ejacu­
late would have normal viscosity, 
be of usual . quantity and, to all 
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appearances, wo�ld not differ 
the ejaculate of a doubly \ 
tomized man or a normal m 
For these reasons, the p 
writers feel that. if the ancl 
therapy works beneficially, 1 
late.rally orchiectomized m. 
the circum s t ances mc1 
above, differs considerahl 
the eunuchs and castr, 
scribed by Pope Sixtu� !. 
therefore should not be 1 ,. ·,cd 
as impotent. Also, as loq 1 
testicular component is nn 
quired in the ejaculate, thes..: 
just as capable of participati11:; n 
sexual relations a, normal in 
viduals. 
Since this syn th et i. normonal 
therapy does not ,1,hie,·e the 
above-mentioned result, iu ,d, 
and every case, it is clea1 th n ·ad 
individual situation must he re 
solved on its own merits. A hi 
lateral ly  orchiec t omized 111 ,n 
cannot be prevented from m1rrv­
in9 until it is certain that the 
androgen therapy will not be pro­
ductive of good results. If there 
remains any doubt as to its effec­
tiveness or the full period of time 
for testing its efficiency has not 
elapsed, then the man should be 
allowed to marry under terms of 
Canon I 068 §2. In regard to a 
marriage already contracted, the 
failure of the androgen therapy 
must be certain before it can be 
declared null and void. 
The arguments, proposed by the 
defenders of the modern opinion, 
have cogency and intrinsic proba­
bility, it would seem. and the re­
nowned canonists and moral theo­
logians, who have embraced this 
opinion, give extrinsic probability 
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to it. Thus, it is ar n1ed tha• if this 
minority opinion h both mtrinsic 
and extrinsic prof ility, the Gas­
parri opinion c11111or be called 
certain and both ,ninions should 
be termed probabl�- neither one 
more probable than the other. It 
would appear, to the pr<'�ent ·writ­
ers, that with two pwb;ahle opin­
ions, dealing with the scmination 
required in copula, a douht of law 
exists and in regard to a marriage 
to be contracted, Canon I 068 §2 
should be invoked, which states: 
"If the impediment of impotency 
is doubtful, whether the doubt be 
one of law or of fact, the marriage 
is not to be prohibited" and in 
regard to a marriage already con­
tracted. Canon 1014 should be 
invoked, which legislates: "Mar­
riage enjoys the favor of the law; 
therefore. in doubt, the validity of 
the marriage should be sustained. 
until the contrary is proved." 
Father Ford conducted a private 
poll among ten distinguished can­
onists and theologians in Rome. 
All of them are professors in Ro­
man Universities, authors of note. 
and members of the Roman Con­
gregations and Tribunals and be­
cause of this background, they 
\\'ould be familiar with the prob­
lem and also in a position to have 
pnvate knowledge of how the 
Ch ur, h's officials evaluate this 
mode1 n opinion and whether or 
not the various Congregations and 
Tribunals might ever adopt it in 
adjudicating cases. 
These authorities were asked if 
the opinion is probable and safe 
in practice. which states that a 
man, who underwent a double 
vasectomy operation prior to mar-
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riage, which c· ·ild not be repaired 
and was per,· nent, was not cer­
tainly impote 
Four repli, that this opinion 
was probabl ,nd safe in prac-
tice; five am,- -red that it was not 
probable or ,afe in ·practice and 
one indicated that a categorical 
answer could not be given. 
These same officials were asked 
if such a man, as previously de­
scribed, had already contracted 
marriage and the validity of the 
marriage were being challenged, 
could the Judges of the Diocesan 
Tribunal decree that the nullity 
of the marriage had not been 
proved despite the jurisprudence 
of the Rota. 
Five replied that they could so 
decree; one said they could so de­
cree but should not; one answered 
that they could not make this find­
ing; one declared that the judges 
should follow their conscience and 
two did not give a direct answer. 
No one of those interrogated 
knew of any present tendency 
in the Sacred Rota to change its 
jurisprudence and adopt the mod­
ern opinion. 
As to the allocutions of Pope 
Pius XII to the Geneticists on 
September 7. 1953 and to the Ur­
ologists on October 8, 1953, seven 
stated that the Holy Father left 
the question of double vasectomy 
and its possibly invalidating ef­
fects open for future discussion; 
one replied that the Pope did not 
condemn the modern opinion; one 
judged that the Pope considered 
the modern opinion only dubiously 
probable; one did not answer. 
Father Ford also inquired of 
nine professors of moral theology 
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1 ' canon law in American � mi­
:s and all of them believe the 
"rn opinion to be probablr ind 
in practice. 
1m the above, one thi1 is 
11: a great difference of < ,in-
11 exists among the outst nd­
nonists of the world, ven 
a present time and this on-
will not be clarified ntil 
t. tatter is definitely settlec by 
n fficial interpretation and de-
t of a competent Roman au-
t y. Until that comes, it w uld
ar that i11 adjudkating a pe­
case. the canonist. depen ing 
n his convictions and the lic-
,'s of his own conscience, c uld 
ply the Gasparri opinion 01 the 
mJdern opinion. since both w- uld 
,.µpear to be probable. or con� der 
. , doubt of law to exist and a1 ply 
Canon I 068 §2 in regard to , ar­
riages to be contracted and Ca 10n 
IO 14 in reference to marriage• al­
ready contracted. the validit� of 
which are being challenged. 
For the completeness of his 
study, a brief reference shouk be 
made to the condition of he1 na­
phroditism. Sanchez conclu ed 
that an hermaphrodite. in wi om 
one sex was prevalent, c, uld 
marry according to the preva, ing 
sex but if that person wen to  
marry according to  the other ,ex. 
the marriage would be invalid by 
natural law because the union 
would be between two member, ·of 
the same sex. This judgment ,vas 
accepted and confirmed by the 
writings of Barbosa. Pirhing and 
Reiffenstuel. 
Schmalzgrueber agreed to the 
validity of a marriage. contracted 
according to the prevalent sex: in 
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discussing the s'ituation whc 
person marries according t0 
sex which is not prevalen 
distinguishes by saying that 
person is not potent to co· 
according to the non-pre, 
sex, the marriage is clearly i 
but ·if he is potent to copul., 
marriage is valid, since a 
who is potent to copulate 
ing to a specific sex Cit .c 
prevented from marryin: g 
as the two sexes are re1 ·d
in the union. 
Sanchez reports that, befo1t 
era, it was judged that, if nei, 
sex prevailed, the person co1 
not marry because. h\' was bot!, 
male and female at o, · ilnd the 
same time and since �u .. h a con­
dition was an impediment to �ilcred 
orders and religious profe�""" it 
should also be an imped,r1c to 
marriage. 
However, Sanchez and his fol­
lowers declared that such a per­
son must choose which sex ac­
cording to which he wishes to 
marry and then he should go be­
fore an ecclesiastical judge to take 
an oath that he will never marry 
according to a sex other than the 
one he has chosen. Reiffenstual 
adds the note that if this indi­
vidual, on the death of his spouse. 
remarries according to the sex he 
has renounced, the second mar­
riage would be valid but illicit. 
The Sacred Congregation of the 
Council handed down two im­
portant decisions in regard to 
hermaphrodites. The first was is­
sued on December 17. 1859 and 
declared a marriage invalid be­
cause an individual had married 
as a female when the male sex was 
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more prevalent and thus thr-re was 
a union between t". o persons of 
the same sex. Th ·�cond was is­
sued on August 1 'I 1888 and con­
cerned a marriag,· ,n which the 
husband declared the sex of his 
"wife" was uncertaP1 In all, she 
was examined by e1oht doctors 
and the majority of thc�i> decided 
that the individual pertain�d rather 
to the male sex and w 1s unable 
to consummate the marriage as a 
female. Since this condition ex­
isted before the marriage, the 
union was declared invalid. 
In recent times, Gasparri, Nol­
din and Cappello discussed the 
problem of hermaphroditism. They 
divided hermaphrodites into three 
distinct classifications: the perfect, 
the imperfect and the apparent 
hermaphrodite 
Perfect hermaphrodites  are 
those who have the organs of both 
sexes and, at will, can act as man 
or as a woman in the act of mari­
tal relations. When the laws of 
physiology are considered, it be­
comes apparent that a perfect 
hermaphrodite cannot exist, unless 
it were to be posited that one com­
plete person could be superim­
posed upon another complete per­
son. since the external and inter­
nal organism of a man is complete­
ly different from the organism of 
a woman. 
Imperfect hermaphrodites are 
persons of doubtful sex as they 
are neither true men nor true 
women. Their sexual organs are 
so formed that the organs of both 
sexes can be found. Even doctors 
have difficulty in knowing the true 
sex. Such persons are usually not 
capable of performing the conjugal 
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act since they ..an function neither 
as a man or ;, a woman. Because 
such anomalic- re congenital and 
irreversible, ,. ,s clear that the 
diriment imp,·, ..llment of i�potency 
would exist. "hich would prohibit 
a contemplated marriage from tak­
ing place or invalidate a union 
which has already been contracted. 
Apparent hermaphrodites are in­
dividuals who seem to combine 
both sexes but who in reality are 
either men or women. They have 
a determined sex and, in addition 
to their proper organs, they seem 
to have or, in fact do have, some 
organs of the other sex, e.g. a 
man might be found with a uterus 
or an ovary; a woman might have 
a male testicle. In these cases, the 
testimony of qualified doctors is 
to be sought for the determination 
of the proper sex and the Ordi­
nary of the Diocese is to be con­
sulted before such a marriage can 
be arranged or be solemnized. 
Since apparent hermaphrodites can 
usually function normally in their 
determined sex, their condition 
would not be one of impotency 
and they can validly and licitly 
marry. 
CONCLUSIONS 
I) An i mpotent  c o n d i t i o n ,
whether on the part of the man or 
on the part of the woman, whether 
absolute or relative, which has cer­
tainly been proved to have been 
antecedent and permanent, consti­
tutes a diriment impediment, with 
basis in the natural law, and pro­
hibits a marriage to be contracted 
and nullifles a marriage that has 
already been contracted. 
2) An impotent condition will
be considered antecedent if it has 
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,,, n proved to have been cor :ni­
or if the surgery, or ace �nt. 
h accounted for it, ante, ,ted 
,.,arriage in question. 
An impotent condition will 
!ged permanent, if absol tely
11, re or remedy exists or an 
a cure was considered to ave
b ffected by miraculous , ter-
vt n rather than by m 1ral
rr,. is or if an existing reme f is 
jt ,d to be illicit, immoral o, sin-
ft. y reason of the ·means :!m-
p, ,:d, or if it presents a d, ger 
t he life of the patient. fhe 
!ability of a remedy mu be 
Jged on a relative rather han 
:m absolute basis, taking ,nto 
t , sideration how advanced and 
m•>dern is the medical and s rgi­
cal practice in the area when the 
patient resides. If a remed · is 
readily available but the imp tent 
person refuses to submit to the 
required surgery or therapy and 
the impotency persists, the cc ndi­
tion must still be judged t, be 
temporary and not perma1,ent. 
However, in such an eventu, lity. 
the other party might seek a dis­
solution of the marriage on the 
ground of non-consummation Be­
cause medical science, througl ex­
perimentation and research is 
making rapid strides in conqut ring 
and finding cures for man) ill­
nesses, it is very possible th, t an 
impotent condition, considered per­
manent today. might be thought 
only temporary in the year� to 
come and thus that which might 
prohibit or invalidate a marriage 
today will not be considered an 
impediment in the future. If a 
doubt arises as to the temporary 
or permanent nature of an impo­
tent condition, the impediment of 
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impotency cannot be said t, 
present and, therefore, a con' 
plated marriage cannot be pre 
ited or a contracted marriagr , 
not be invalidated but the r
bility remains of having a mar 
dissolved on the basis of not 
summation, 
4) It is unanimously at 
that male potency req1111 
presence of a normally cor, ·1 
and developed male org.i•,. v h 
is capable of being erectec " of 
being sustained in erect 10, 1 g 
enough to penetrate the f, 1 'c 
vagina and to seminate within , 
5) What c o n s titutes prop r
semination is a matter of contro­
versy at the present c111w The fol­
lowers of Cardinal Gasp:Hri de­
mand that a testicular component 
be contained in the ·ejaculat<.' ind 
therefore, in addition to the ah ,·e­
mentioned re quir e m e nts, there 
should also be present at least one 
healthy testicle, which will elabor -
ate some proper liquid over and 
above the spermatozoa and this 
liquid should pass through an un­
interrupted passage from the testi­
cle through the vas deferens and 
seminal vesicles to the urethral os 
and ultimately be deposited within 
the vagina of the woman at the 
moment of ejaculation. The dev­
otees of t h e  m o d e r n  opin ion  
would not demand any testicular 
component in the ejaculate or an 
uninterrupted passage from the 
testicles to the urethra and would 
require only a satiative copula to 
be effected by a semination from 
the seminal vesicles, prostate 
gland, Cowper's gland and the 
bulbo-urethral glands. Those fav­
?ring this opi_nion would usually 
insist on the presence of at least 
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one healthy testicl, which. by its 
elaboration of andr gen hormone, 
would account fo- 11 erection of 
the male organ t fowever, the 
present writers fe,·I · 1,at if an erec­
tion can be expene, cd and sus­
tained by maintain11J,1 the proper 
androgen level through the ad­
ministration of a synthetic hor­
mone in a male who had properly 
developed testicles up to puberty, 
then this modern theory should 
not require the presence of even 
one healthy testicle in those in­
stances. Since synthetic androgen 
therapy is not effective in every 
instance, each case must be studied 
individually and decided on its 
own merits. 
6) Since the Gasparri opinion
and the modern opinion both en­
joy probability, intrinsically and 
extrinsically. either can be pre­
ferred or invoked or there remains 
a third possibility, in the opinion 
of the present writers. that, be­
cause certainty does not exist on 
either side, a judgment can be 
made that a positive and probable 
doubt of law exists. Because of 
this doubt of law, in instances 
,, here at least one functioning tes­
ticle is not had or a testicular com­
ponent is not present in the ejacu­
late because of the absence of the 
testicles or because of some irre­
versible obstruction along the pas­
sage, leading from the testicle t o  
the urethral orifice, an anticipated 
marriage cannot be impeded or a 
contracted marriage cannot be de­
clared null.. 
7) Although some few medical
anomalies can be readily consid­
ered as impotent conditions and, 
because of their permanent nature, 
can be judged to constitute the 
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impediment of impotency as well. yet. in most in";inces, an unquali­fied and catea ,·al answer cannot be given but� lier the individual, specific symp,0111s and factors of each case must be studied and analyzed before it can be deter­mined that a given condition is one of impotency or that an impo­tent condition is permanent. 
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